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ABSTRACT. Suppose re is the complex dilatation of an extremal quasiconfor-

mal homeomorphism of the unit disk onto itself. Then, except in special cases,

the width of the set of arguments of re must strictly exceed n.

1. Introduction. In this paper, C is the set of complex numbers, D = {z E

C: \z\ < 1} is the unit disk, Hf2 is Lebesgue two dimensional measure on C, and

J?1 denotes Lebesgue one dimensional measure on the set of real numbers R. For

0 < 9 < -K, the open sector with vertex angle 29 about the positive real axis is

denoted

S(9) = {reü : 0 < r < oo,\t\ < 9}.

We set sgnz = z/[z\ for z E C - {0}, and sgn0 = 0.

If k is bounded and SC2 measurable on D, then ||k||oo denotes the infimum of

the set of numbers K such that \k(z)\ < K for J¿?2 almost all z E D: i.e.

||rc||oo = eSS SUp |rC(z)|-
z€D

B shall denote the set of all functions, /, which are holomorphic on D and satisfy

11/11, = f \f(z)\<LS?2(z)< oo.
J D

In addition, Bi = {/ E B: ||/||i = 1} denotes the boundary of the unit ball in

B. In the current literature the Banach space B is often referred to as one of the

Bergman spaces.

We introduce a constant, pertaining to B, which will appear in our main theorem.

Let C(B) denote the infimum of the set of all C E (0, co] such that

f ]f(z)\<LSf2(z)<C [ ]Ref(z)\<LSf2(z),
J D J D

whenever / € B and Im /(0) = 0.

In [Har-Litt] we find the first proof that C(B) < oo. More recently, one can

learn that C(B) < 7 from [Ax] (see Theorem 1.21). For the convenience of the

reader, however, we include a short (perhaps new) proof that C(B) < oo in §3.

As the result of this paper pertains to the theory of quasiconformal mapping,

we briefly review the relevant part of that theory here.   We shall say that k is a
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dilatation if k is a bounded and S?2 measurable function on D and ||/c||oo < 1. If

k is a dilatation, then there is one and only one homeomorphism HK : D —+ D such

that dHK(z) = k(z) ■ dHK(z) for ¿z?2 almost all z E D, and HK(w) = w for all w E

{1,2, — 1}: a proof of this fundamental statement appears in [Ahl]. Furthermore,

we shall say k is an extremal dilatation if rc is a dilatation and ||/c||oo < ll^illoo

whenever /ci is a dilatation and HK(w) = HKl (w) for all w E C such that ]w\ = 1.

Thus, the statement that k is an extremal dilatation means that HK (the normalized

quasiconformal homeomorphism of D having dilatation k) has the least maximal

dilatation among all homeomorphisms of D having the same boundary values as

HK.

The fundamental characterization of extremal dilatations is due to Richard

Hamilton, Edgar Reich, and Kurt Strebel [Ham, Reich-Strebel]. The version of

this characterization cited below contains an important elaboration due to Strebel

[Strebel], which provides a separation into two alternatives.

THEOREM (HAMILTON, REICH, STREBEL). Suppose k is a dilatation. Then

k is an extremal dilatation if and only if one of the following statements is true:

(1) There exist f E Bi and k E [0,1) such that k(z) = ksgnf(z) for 2C2 almost

all z ED.

(2) There is a sequence (/„)£!,, of elements of Hi, converging to zero uniformly

on compact subsets of D, such that

lim   f fn(z)n(z)d3'2(z)
"î°° \Jd

=     K

Thus, the problem of checking whether a particular dilatation is extremal re-

duces to that of checking condition (2) above. Our main result, Theorem 1 below,

addresses this question.

THEOREM 1. Suppose k is a bounded, S?2 measurable function on D, 7r/2 <

9 < it/2 + arctan(l/2C(B)), and sgn k(z) E S(9) U {0} for S?2 almost all z E D.

Then k is an extremal dilatation if and only if there exist k E [0,1) and f E Bi

such that _

k(z) = k ■ sgn/(z)

for J?2 almost all z E D.

We also emphasize

COROLLARY 2. Suppose k is an extremal dilatation and k(z) is a real number

for H?2 almost all z E D. Then there exists k E ( —1,1) such that k(z) = k for 5C2

almost all z E D.

A complete characterization of extremal dilatations which is more explicit than

that of Hamilton, Reich and Strebel is not known, although A. Harrington, M. Or-

tel, E. Reich, K. Strebel and others have obtained characterizations of the extremals

within special classes of dilatations: see, for example, [O] and the references therein.

From this work, it is easy to conjecture that the number 7r/2 + arctan(l/2C(B))

may be replaced by n in Theorem 1, but a proof of this is not known to us.

By selecting a sequence (fn)r?=i from Bi which converges to zero uniformly on

compact subsets of D, and by approximating sgn /„ on an appropriate sequence of

annuli in D, it is possible to construct a dilatation k, which satisfies condition (2)
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above, and assumes only countably many values. Consequently the measure of the

set of arguments of a dilatation is not pertinent to extremality.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. By the theorem of Hamilton, Reich and Strebel, it

suffices to prove the following statement.

LEMMA 1. Suppose k is a bounded, J??2 measurable function on D, \\k\Ioo > 0,

7r/2 < 9 < 7r/2+arctan(2C|B0, and sgriK(z) E S(9)l){0} for ^f2 almost all z E D.

Also, suppose (/n)^=i is a sequence from Bi which converges to zero uniformly on

compact subsets of D.  Then

lim sup \f fn(z)n(z)d3'2(z)  < [¡k]^.
«Too     \J D

PROOF. We may assume ||k||oo = 1 and, for each n = 1,2,..., that

/   fn(z)K(z)d^2(z) > 0   and    /„(0) = 0.
Jd

Choose 9i so that

9 < 9i < ir/2 + arctan(l/2C(B)),

and set

nn = {zED:  -fn(z)ES(ir-9t)}.

Then, if z E Qn, we have

Refn(z)rz(z) < \fn(z)K(z)[cos(9t-9).

So, for each n, we have

/   fn(z)rz(z)(LSf2(z)=Re   [ fn(z)K(z)d5?2(z)+Re   Í     fn(z)K(z)d^2(z)
Jd Jd-q„ Jn„

<[        \fn(z)\d5?2(z)+cos(9t-9) Í   \fn(z)\dl?2(z).
Jo-nn Jn„

Since cos(0i - 9) < 1, it follows that either

r

limsup /   fn(z)K.(z)d2'2(z) < 1,
nloo    JD

as required, or else

liminf/   \fn(z)[d^2(z)=0.
™T°°  Jan

Assuming the second alternative, we define

^n = {zED:Refn(z)<0}-nn,
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and note (since /„ (0) = 0 for all n) that

/ \Refn(z)\dS?2(z) = 2- f \Refn(z)]dS?2(z)
JD J{zeD: Re/„(Z)<0}

<2 •/   \Refn(z)\(L5f2(z)+2- [   \Re fn(z)\ d^f2 (z)
J&n Jnn

< 2 Itan (fli - J)|- Í   \lm fn(z)[(L5f2(z)

+ 2- [   \Refn(z)\cLSf2(z)

< 2C(B) | tan (ft " |)| / |Re/n(z)| d3>2(z)

+ 2- (   \Refn(z)\dS?2(z).

Since 2C(B)|tan(01 - tt/2)| < 1 and liminf„Too Ja   \fn(z)\(LSf2(z) = 0, we con-

clude that liminf „too fD |Re/„(z)| cLSP2(z) = 0, and hence

liminf/ ]fn(z)](LS'2(z)=0
«Too Jd

(since C(B) < oo).  But this contradicts the assumption that /„ 6 Bi for all n.

Therefore, the second alternative is impossible and Theorem 1 follows.

3. A proof that C(B) < oo. Let / be an element of B, and, without loss

of generality, assume that /(0) = 0. Define u = Re/, and r„ = 1 — 2~n for

n = 1,2,_If | jar J < rn+i, then

f(z) = (27T)-1 ¡^ rn+ieltit+Zu(rn+ie«)<L2>\t),
Jo     rn+ten - z

and easy estimates show that, for n = 1,2,...,

j2* ]f(rnel6)- f(rn-ielf))\dSfl(9) <23'2 F" \u(rn+ie^)\cL2f1(9).
Jo Jo

Moreover, by using the monotonicity of integral means to estimate the integrals

over annuli, we find

7Er" ]f(rn+teie)]dJ?\9) < \[f]\t < £ 2~n /     |/(rne'*)| d2>\9),
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together with the analogous inequalities for u. Since /(0) = 0, it follows that

oo f-2ir

||/||i<E2~n/     \f(rneie)\d^1(9)
n=l        Jo

oo n       -2tt

^H2~nY< \f(rkeie)-f(rk_iete)]d^1(9)
n=l k=lJ0

oo ç2-n

= 2j2^~k |/(rfce<9)-/fa-ie")I¿2"(*)
fc=l 7o

OO „27T

<2(2)3/2^2-fc/     Kr.+ xe^ld^1^)

fc=i ^

< 10(2)3/2 /" |u(2)|d^2(z).
Jd
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